
Crocheted socks  

 
 

Small (large) 

 

Abbrevations: 

 

Sc = single crochet 

Ch= chain 

Tbl = through back loop 

 

Start with ch 85+1 (size 38). For additional sizes add 3 ch pr size, ie 88+1 = size  39, 91+1 =  size 40 

 

85 sc , turn 

85 sc tbl (single crochet through back loop) 

Repeat row 2,  20 (24) times 

50 sc tbl, turn 

 

Increase for ancle: 

(5 sc tbl, turn) twice 

(10 sc tbl, turn)  twice 

(15 sc tbl, turn ) twice 

 (20 sc tbl, turn)  twice 

50 sc tbl 

 

Increase for leg: 

( 10  sc tbl, turn ) twice 

(20 sc tbl, turn) twice 

 

Leg 

50sc tbl ,repeat  this row 22 (26) times 

 

Reverse leg increase as follows 

(20 sc tbl, turn ) twice 

(10 sc tbl, turn) twice 

50 sc tbl, turn 

 

Reversible ancle increase as follows: 

(20 sc tbl, turn ) twice 

(15 sc tbl, turn) twice 

(10 sc tbl, turn) twice 



(5 sc tbl, turn) twice 

50 sc tbl,  

 

 

Sew together from top-down 

 

 

Footsole: 

Start at the toe, do sc till you reach the increase for ancle + another 10 sc on the ancle increase 

(covers 8 rows), turn. 

(Single crochets back and then increase one, turn. Do sc back) repeat this 5(7) times. 

 Repeat the last two rows, and then decrease untill you have the same amount of sts as when you 

started on the sole. You are now finished with the heel. 

 

Sew together from the toe and inwards. 

 

 

 

Toe: 

Do 1 sc per row of the foot, then one row of sc in each sc from the previous row. 

 

Decrease rounds: 

Decrease 2 sts on both sides, total of 5 (7) times 

Sew together on the tip 

 

Edging on top of sock: 

(skip one stich, 5 dc in next st, skip one stich, [1 dc, 3 ch, 1 dc] in next st.) repeat till end of row 

Next two rows: 

Start each row either by 3 ch (first of 5 dcs) or by 5ch+1 dc 

Then  5 dc in the 3 ch from last row,   then [1 dc, 3 ch, 1 dc] in the midst of the 5 dcs 

 

Cut yarn & bind off. 

 

 

 


